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Trends, Boundary Conditions that Affect the Pathways 
and Pace of Transformation

Overarching Trends in – and 
Affecting – Energy Systems

• changes in the U.S energy supply profile
• shift from resource- to technology -based 

energy systems
• digitalization, big data analytics and 

smart systems
• electrification and electricity-dependence
• demographics, urbanization, and the 

emergence of smart cities; and
• Decarbonization of the electricity sector 

due to flat demand and changing fuel mix

Boundary Conditions of Energy 
Systems

The energy industry is –

• …a multi-trillion dollar per year, highly 
capitalized, commodity business…

• …with exquisite supply chains,,,
• … and established customer bases…
• … providing essential services at all levels of 

society.

This leads to a system with considerable 
inertia, aversion to risk, extensive 
regulation, and complex politics
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*  From lists in formation
**excludes Puerto Rico

Initial Commitments to Meeting US NDC under Paris 
Agreement*

OR 
(7)

WA 
(3)

MT

CO
(2)

NM

MN
(5)

IA
(3)

IL
(10)

NC
(2)

OH
(11)

VA 
(3)

NY
(29) CT

(7)

MA (24)

RI (3)

HI (3)

ME
(5)

PA
(18)

MD (15)

DE (2)

VT
(8)

CT

ID
(1)

NV
(1) UT

AZ 
(3)

TX
(5)

KS

WI 

IN

KY

TN
(1)

GA
(3)

SC 
(1)

NJ (11)

FL
(3)

LA
(1)

AR

MO
(1)

NH (4)

MI 
(5)

NE 
(1)

Statewide commitments (22)

City/county commitments,                                                               
includes state’s largest city (11)

City/county commitments (6)

No state/city/county 
commitments (11)

(246)  institutions of higher
learning

DC 
(4)

Puerto Rico

ND

SD

WY

MS
AL

WV

OK

AK

CA
(31)
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Upstream 
$434 M 

Global Energy Investment

Downstream 
$215M 

Total O&G:
$649 M

Networks 
$277 M 

Renewables 
$297 M 

Thermal 
$117 M 

Total Electricity:
$691 M

Total Efficiency:
$231 M

Total Coal:
$59 M

Total  Renewables 
in Transport/Heat:

$19 M

Total Nuclear :
$26 M



Energy Data Analytics

Building Energy Mgmnt.

Energy/Cyber-Security

AeroVironment, Inc. (US),

Aerovel Corporation (USA),

Lockheed Martin (US),

Northrop Grumman Corporation (US),

Proxy Technologies Inc. (US),

VDOS Global LLC(U.S.).

Global Drones in Energy

Smart Cities/Grid
BAE Systems

IBM

IOActive

Lockheed Martin

AlertEnterprise

AlienVault

Black and Veatch

Auto Grid

Energy Impact Partners

Southern

National Grid

Xcel

Foundation Capital

Voyager Capital

Envision Ventures

E.ON

Venture Partners 

EMeter

Oracle

Siemens

Palantir

BP

IBM

Oracle BuildingsIQ

C3 Energy

Daintree Networks

Ecova

Energy Savvy

FirstFuel Software

Kwantera

Pulse Energy

Retroficiency

WegoWise

Cisco Systems

Intel (McAfee)

Entergy Services

HP

N-Dimension Solutions

Siemens

Sophos

Sourcefire

Symantec

Technology-based Energy Systems Bring New Players
into the Market: Illustrative Companies 

Cisco

FireEye

RSA

General Dynamics

Siemens

GE

Symantec

Managed Service Providers

Other Industrial Control System vendors

New players 
need 

technology, 
policy and 
analytical 
support

client confidential

EJM
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Quadrennial Technology Review
Source:  DOE Global Energy Storage Database (energystorageexchange.org), April 6, 2016.

Batteries: Key Clean Energy Enabler
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Star Wars defense laser technology.

More officially known as the Strategic

Defense Initiative, this program for air

and missile defense, as well as

satellites and satellite weapons, was

developed by the Department of

Defense in the 1980s with assistance

from scientists and physicists at DOE

National Laboratories

Fiber-optics. Development and

experimentation for fiber optics began

with the U.S. Army Signal Corps in 1958

A federal funding contract for

development went to Corning Glass

Works for the period of 1963-1970. In

1975, the U.S. government decided to

link the computers at the NORAD

Headquarters using fiber optics.

Federal funding of many research

programs related to fiber optics

continued until 1985.

Robotics. The National Science

Foundation (NSF) began funding

engineering, computing, sensors,

machine movement, and computer

vision prior to the 1970s, but the first

grant for a project on a “robot” was

awarded in 1972. One of the first key

inventions was the Adaptive Suspension

Vehicle (ASV) developed at Ohio State

University, with funding from NSF and

the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA). NSF has been

a key supporter of robotics research in

the subsequent decades

An article, EOR: Past, Present and What 

the Next 25 Years May Bring, highlighted the key 

role of technology in oil production….it noted that 

at the 30th anniversary of the Offshore 

Technology Conference, there was “a display of 

technology that would have seemed like science 

fiction a decade earlier.”  The article highlighted 

among others, these technologies:  conversion of 

Star Wars laser defense technology to drilling; a 

downhole factory that combined fiber optics, 

artificial intelligence and robotics; and cross-

borehole seismic tomography.  

Artificial intelligence. U.S. Government

began investing in deep learning (the

forerunner to artificial intelligence) in

the 1960s.

Cross-borehole seismic tomography and

miniature geophone tools. DOE

National Laboratories collaborated with

the Oil Recovery Technology Partnership

and provided the computing power

necessary to improve 3D imaging. DOE

National Laboratories also developed 4D

seismic technology and a multi-station

borehole seismic receiver.

Supercomputing, a related and enabling

technology of all of these. The federal

government has expressed a long-

standing commitment to the

development of supercomputing. One of

the first industry developments resulted

from a partnership between Harvard and

IBM with the ASCC project. Cray and the

iterations of Seymour Cray’s many

companies competed in parallel to the

IBM/Harvard partnership, and still

competes with other prominent

companies such as Intel, Hewlett

Packard, and AMD, among others. DOE

has long pushed the frontiers of

supercomputer development for its

science, energy, and nuclear weapons

missions.

Critical (often invisible) Role of  Federal Government 



Challenge: Mobilizing industry to support new partnerships in clean energy 
innovation and energy infrastructure 

Implications of Current Fiscal Policy/Status 
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Budget Caps (now next year)

+ 

Tax Cuts

= 

Increased Deficits 
of $1-$1.5 Trillion 

$1-$1.5 Trillion over 10 years 
to Corporations for increased 
capital  investment 

Less Federal $ for 
Energy Innovation 

&

&
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Steady over 16 years

Time limited tax credit

Gas produced after 
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Gas produced 
under tax 
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Source: MIT Future of 
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22

Shale Gas Success:  RD&D, Public/Private 
Partnerships,  Policy Mechanisms
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Urgency of Climate Imperative Requires Significant 
Alignment of Innovationn Players, Programs and Policies
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Innovations that alter the value chain (energy system performance or design) in both
qualitative and quantitative ways, enabling the exploitation of new resources and the
development of new products and services.

Breakthrough Technology Selection Criteria

10

Technical Merit that leads to systems level 

performance improvements, or innovations that support  cost, risk, 
and performance gains across a variety of technologies or systems. 

Market Viability includes manufacturability at 

scale with adequate and secure supply chains, a viable cost/benefit 
for providers, customers and the greater economy; significant 
market penetration; and revenue generation.

Compatibility includes interoperability, flexibility, 

extensibility, and the ability to minimize stranded assets. 

Consumer Value consideration of  customer 

preferences, expanding consumer choice of new or improved 
products and services, and the ability to compete with incumbent 
choices.

BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATIONS

EJM



Illustrative Technologies were Selected with
Breakthrough Potential
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✓ Storage and Battery Technologies
✓ Applications for the Difficult to Decarbonize Sectors (Industry, Buildings)

o Hydrogen
o Advanced Manufacturing Technologies
o Advanced Nuclear Reactors
o Building Energy Technologies

✓ Systems: Electricity and Smart Cities
o Electric Grid Modernization
o Smart Cities
o Transportation

✓ Deep Decarbonization: Large Scale Carbon Management
o Carbon Capture, Use, and Storage (CCUS) at Scale
o Sunlight to Fuels
o Biological Sequestration

EJM



Innovation Ecosystems Not Evenly Distributed, 
Regional Approaches Are Needed
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Figure 7. Map of Broadband Internet Access and Map of Electric Cooperative 

Service Territories

Figure 4. Regional Clean Energy Innovation IndexREGIONAL CLEAN ENERGY INNOVATION INDEX

Broadband access and innovation ecosystems are essential for a transformed energy economy and technologies that 
support/enable “decentralization,” e.g., distributed generation, additive manufacturing.  Programs and policies should 

support regional ecosystems and broadband access to help provide broader access to clean energy jobs, and clean 
energy and economic benefits. 

Figure 7. Map of Broadband Internet Access and Map of Electric Cooperative 

Service Territories
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•

• Are our investments aligned with trends?
• How are we measuring/validating the commitments to Paris?

• Are we creating global opportunities in clean energy investment for US countries?
• Are we engaging the right players in the energy transition?

• Are we paying attention to supply chains?
• Are we providing the government with adequate resources?

• Are we developing programs to help direct private sector windfall from tax cut 
into clean energy transition?

• Are we aligning players, programs and policies in ways that will accelerate clean 
energy innovation?

• Are we putting federal dollars in the right places?
• Are we leaving people behind and, if so, will they impede progress?  How do we 

engage all Americans in the clean energy transition?


